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ABSTRACT ;

The impetus for developing a model to retrain women teachers and
skilled oromen to become teachers in traditionally male-intensive

- secondary vocational education has emerged from a-combination of
problems and issues. The most pertinent,of these involve the
factors of supply and demand, coupled with the need to reduce sex
stereotyping-and-bias in'employment. A retraining program should
'respond to the need for female teachers in-male-intensive voca-
tional.programstby state and should identify where the need for
such a program is greatest.'. The major conceptual issues that, must
be addressed in proposing a ,retraining model include the charac-
teristics of the women for whom the program is being designed, the
certificatiOn requirements of the state,.jeb growth potential, and
time required to attain,skill levels and operate the retraining,
model. Other factors involved in planning,the model are evaluation,
funding sources, and packaging the program. The two areas' that,

consistently offer the most ppOrtunities for emPloyingteachers.
in male-intensive vocational programs in most. states are trade and
industrial education and industrial arts. Some aspects to-consider
in retraining women in these areas are program design, work exper-
ience, competency-based programs, and preservice and.inservice
training. Recruitment practices,' selection.of applicahts for
pilot programs counseling, and various support programs must be
.carefully planned to insure that the first group of women entering
these positions have a positive and successful experience. (BM)

DESC:: *Teacher Education; 'Vocational Educ'ation Teachers; *Femalesq.
Working Women; Teachers; Skilled Workers; *Retraining; *Trade and
Industrial'Education; Industrial Arts; Models; Vocational Education;
Program Planning; Sex Discrimination; Sex Stereotyping; Certifica-
tion; Skill Development; Evaluation; Financial Suppor Program .

Design; Ancillary Services; Recruitment; Participant C aracteristics;
Employment Opportunities

IDEN:: *Non-Traditional Occupations
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RATIONALE FOR A RETRAINING
MODEL

The impetus for developing/a model to retrain women elementary and
secondary school teachers-dhd skilled women to become teachers in
traditionally male - intensive) secondary vocational education and
industrial arts courses has emerged from a combination of problems
.and issues.2 The-most pertinent of these involve the factors of
supply and demand, coupled with the need to reduce sex stereotyping

and bias in employment.

THE OVERSUPPLY OF TEACHERS

A recent survey of education graduates indicated that approximately
one-half of thebgraduates'wh8,sought employment could not find teach-

ing jobs.3 The degree of difficulty in finding employment varied
markedly among, geographic areas and by subject fields; e.g., 'those

having the greatest difficulty were secondary school teachers in
the-WeSt.

The decline in teachingpositions.has particular negative,impact on
women,Since teaching continues to be the primary occupation of wom-
en professionals. Fifty-three'percent of all women in the labor
force with a college education are in teaching; only nineteen per-
cent of men with a college education are so employed.4 Over two-

thirds of the elementary acid d-secondary school teachers in this

country are women.5

The ',lumber of teaching positions is declining more noticeably than

.has been expected. Fewer teachers are leaving teaching Ethan had
been projected. -During the past fifteen years, new.graduates. of
teacher eduCation.p.rograms have filled aboutTheventy-five percent '

of the annual demand for teachers; the remaining twenty-five percent

of the positions' have been filled by former teadhers returning to-

the labor force. usually after *childbearing or childrearing:Fewer
teachers'during the last decade left their jobs for homemaking;
those'who did shortly returned-to the labor force. Under these cir-

cumstances, if new and returning teachers are to find employment,

they will have to.be channeled into different specialties: If they

are to obtain employment as teachers, a retraining model is essential.

-1-



THE DEMAND FOR VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION TEACHERS

Unlike many other areas of teaching, there has been a growing short-
dge of vocational education teachers. ThiAtrend is expected to
continue into the 1980's. The shortage i.74446reflection of the tre-
mendous increase in vocational education enrollment over the past
decade.

Betweep-4965 and 1973, 'vocational enrollments increased 166 percent,
whIle'total school enrollments :increased only twenty-seven percent.'
In 1972, vocational education accounted for forty-two percent of all
secondary school enrollments. By the late 70's, according to the
United States Office of EduCation, vocational programs will account
for more than sixty percent of secondary school enr011ments.8

A General Accounting Office report confirmed this trend, indicating
that in only three teaching areas was there a strong demand for
.teachers; special education; industrial arts; and "trade, industrial,
vocational and technical" education. Thirty-seven state education
departments,whieh responded to the survey indicated the existence
of unfilled jobs in trade and industrial education, twenty-nine had
unfilled vacancies in industrial arts, and nine had a shortage.of
teachers in agriculture (although twenty-three, states indicated-a
1.1rplus).9 Thus, in ihe face of the general surplus Of elementary

sand secondary school teachers, shortages of vocational education
teachers-stil1 exist.

The sections beloi-4 project the future potential of male-intensive
vocational programs.

Trade and Industrial Education

With the pos'sible exception of'indusirial arts', -where data are in-
adequate:and in the few agricultural states..Where employment priori-
ties are invested in agri-business, enrollments in. trade and indus-
trial education are by far the largest among male-intensive voc-at-
tional programs.1°

In vics of th& tremendous growth in enrollment in recent years, as
well as the projected grciwth in trade and industrial employment, it
is likely that most states would find a retraining program in this
area feasible.

The courses that appear most likely to warrant inclusion in a state
program include: auto mechanics, drafting, metalworking, electronics,

-2-
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and carpentry. Construction, maj.ntenanCe and graphic arts also are
courses with increasing enrollment, but the number of jobs is'likely
tovary from state to state.10 Six percent of male-intehsive trade.
and industrial students are women. Cooperative_ education is not
indppendently leported and industrial arts is seriously underreported.
:(See sectidn on Industrial Arts.) A

Technical, Education

Technical education is offered almost exclusively at the postsecond-
ary level. Technical education enrollment r the secondary level
accounted for only 'eight percent of vdcational enrollment nationally
in 1975.11 During 1975 and 1976', only twenty-two states offered any
courses in male- intensive technical programs at the secondary level;
persons enrolled in these courses represent fewer than 20,000 stu-
dents nationally. It is, therefore, unlikely that a major expansion
of secondary school teachers will occur in this. area.

Agriculture

The shortage in agricultural programs remains critical among the
food producing and processing states:12' As long as a state projects
-a continuing high enrollMent in this area, a retraining effort focus-
ing on training women to teach vocational agriculture would be feasi-

ble. Thestate of. Washington, for example, reports that seventy-nine-
percent of its total secondary school male-intensive enrollments are
concentrated in agticulture; therefore, this might be the only area
in which the 'state could support a` program.

Cooperative Education

Although cooperative education programs are widely. recognized as one
of the most effective learning experiences, enoilment.continuesto
be 1Ow in, most states. In 1973, cooperative programs accounted for 7
_only four percent in vocational education.13 Only in distributive.
education is there a significant percentage enrolled.in cooperative
programs (twenty-three percent). Teachers of cooperative education
tend to be male in male-intensive programs and female in female-
.intensive programs,. However, at a time when the costs'of equipping
vocational shops are spiralling, cooperative progtaMs are an attrac-

ts tive wayito increase learning oppOrtunities without incurring large

capital and equipment costs. For these reasons, cooperative* pro-
grams are. expected to grow and result in the need for more teachers
in this area; whether-the expansion will be it male-intensive co-

operative progtams has not been determined. Nonetheless, expansion
trends at the local level Warrant investigationVparticularly for

diVersified programs.

-4 -3-
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Industrial Arts
,
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Although industrial arts has b9gn included legally as part of vo-
cational-educ4tionSince 1972, there'is.stilla lack of concensus
among state vocational personnel as to the validity of including
industrial arcs: as, a vocational subiect. Not all industrial arts-,
enrollMents are being reported as vocational enrollments. For
'FY 1975, only nineteen States reported enrollments in this area to
Jinited States Office.ofEducation, althOugh induitrial arts is
,60eted-in praCtically, every schooll system.

o

Nevtrthviess, from 11 indications, it appears that induttrial arts
teachers are in demand and that enrollments are expected to increase.
Among the twenty -four states which projected demand for industrial
arts teachers in 'their FY 1977 state plans,- most expected a need
for additional teachers beyond those who were expected to become
available through pre-service programs. With increased numbers of
women entering male-intensive programs,industrial arts programs
4hould be the first to expand.

.UNOERREPRESENTATION OF WOMEN'
IN MALE-INTENSIVE'SKILLED
OCCUPATIONS

Evidence of sex discrimination and stereotyping in'tmplOyment is

found by'examining-the occupations in which Men and women work.16
Twenty-five percent of all empiloyed women work in five occupations--
kindergarten...and elementary.school teachers, typists, waitresses,
:sales clerks, and secretaries--and over one half of all working
women are clustered in seventeen occupations compared to sixty -
three occupations for. -the" same percentage of men.17

AlthoUgh women made up fortyone percept of the labor force in 1976,18
their occupational opportunities have remained relatively static over
the.paSt thirty years.. Estimates from the Bureau of Labor-Statistics
indicated that fifty -six percent of all working women are in clerical
Or service occupations compared to fifteen percent of all-working
men.19 On the other hand; women Made up only 4.8 percent of skilled
(craft and kindted) Whiskers in the labor force in 1976.20 Sex stereo-

/
typing and discriminatory practices that result in:pre-selection of

o school courses on the basis of sex Predetermine the low wages re-
ceived by women clustered in.the clerical and services areas throUgh-

. out their adult lives.
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If the goal of reducing' sex stereotyping and increasing the number
o'f women secondary school - students. who enter and remain in non-
traditional vocational training is td-be achieved, increasing the
number of womenteachers in.male-intensive vocational subjects is
an important objective.: The retraining model proposed here can ate
an important first step toward thatobjective.-.

Although only 7.5 percent of the women secondary school students in
197521 were enrolled in male-intensive programs, the percentage of
women teachers of these male-intensive,coUrses was even more limited:
In five states reporting vocational education teachers by sex, women
represented an average of 0:9. perCent of the.male-intensive trade
and industrial. eachers, 0:8 percent of the agriculture teacher's,
and 2.5 percent of\the industrial arts teachers.22

L. .

AlthougOthe United.States Office-Of'Education projects an increase,
-in the numbei- of women expected tticenroll in agriculture, technical,
and trade ..rid industrial education_at the secondary' school level,
the number *Of women preparing to teach these male- intensive prograMs
is by no means encoUraging._'!Of women education studentS, less than
one percent are completing their undergraduate degrees in male-
intentive vocational sUbjects.23 ThUs; little change, can be expected
among themale-intensive-vocational teachers unless major efforts are
made to change the. male domination':Of the teaching of these courses.

15
The development' -of projects designed to address these conditions is.
included- in the national objectives for vocational education as
stated in the Vocational Education Act of 1276,24 The retraining

,model described here is designed to facilitate the efforts of educa-
, -to rS

.

to respond to these issues.

-DETERMINING THE NEED FOR A
. RETRAINING PROGRAM IN A STATE

'A retraining program.should respond to the need for teachers in the
male-inten§ive vocational programs by state and should identify where
the need,for such a program is greatest. The crucial questions for
a state {or a_ university within a state) to consider are:

What are the major secondary school male-intensve
programs with the; highest enrollment rates in the
state?

Which-of these .programs are projected to expand?

-5-
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What are the programs where an apparent imbalance be
tween the number of students andthe number of teach-
ers exists? .

What is the known undersupply or projected- shortage
of teachers in *specific programs? -

Has the state described a particular.emphsis on poli-
cies for eradicating sex discrimination in vocational
education in its plan as required by the United States
Office of Education regulations?2°

What is the expected expansion in employment in the
male-intensive occupations for which training can be
obtained through 'secondary school.. vocational programSq

- Is the existing number of teachers employed in a pr-
gram area of.zignificant'site to warrant undertaking
a program?

6

. What vocational programs in the state that-are male -
intensive°nztionally have a higher percentage of women,
than the national average (indicatinea good climate
for the program area) or_markedly lower percentage
(indicating that ,_further effort is Warranted in that
area)?

er-

it is important to select those male-intensive areas where good em-
ployment opportunities can be projected for women who complete the
training program so that those who do undertake training will be
assured of employment.

It cannot be. overemphasized that caution must be exercised when
utilizing ,state plan projections related to teacher demand. Where
somestatesumay have underestimated teacher demand, there are others

=that may have overestimated it.

What is suggested 3s that states may not be.:able to plan realistic-,
ally or determine the need for a particular training program if,they
depend-exclusively on projections contained'in state plans. While
a State-61- university should not train teachers for whom there is no
demay}d, neiYther should they overlook other data which indicate that
.the srate-plans may have misjudged the need' for vocational teachers
in 'certain program Wreas.



One sign that-error may exist is the ratio between student enroll-

ment and teachertemployment. An unusually high ratio wouV,indicate
that further data are needed prior to determining the demand for

more teachers in that area.

IMPLEMENTING A RETRAINING PROGRAM

-^-

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The retraining model proposed here is unique in that it defines the.
first program designed specifically to prepare women to become

teachers of male-intensive secondary vocational programs. (A litera-

ture search conducted during the course of this writing project in-

dicated that there was no. similar retraining-model developed.)

In order for. the model to be useall and responsive to the realities

that will be faced in'its initiation (or in initiating components
of it), there are several conceptual issues. that must be addressed.

These. issues provide the framework within which the model can be

utilized. They include the characteristics of the women for whom

the program is being designed, the certification requirements of the

state job growth potential, and the time required to attain skill-

levels and operate the retraining model. These issues, along with
factors involved ill ieveloping a plan for the.model, appear in the

sections which follow.

Characterfttics of the Women

The women for whom the program is being designed include:

-
New teachers who are trained to teach traditional sub-.

jects andwho already have qualified for elementary

or secondary teaching certificates and women with
previous teaching experience in traditional subjects
who are re-entering the labor force and who hold

elementary or secondary teaching certificates.
These teachers will possess a bachelor's or master's

degree:

Skilled women employed in maTe-inte'nSive occupations
with years of work experience in a specific occupation.

7-
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Women gradua of male-intensive postsecondary'voca-
tional progr with or without work experience who
possess an a sociate degree.

Each of these groups could be retrained profitably--if the training
programs are designed to give sufficient recdgnition-to their_dil---
ferent_hackg_roun-ds--andski-H-s-.-- A crifi-Eal task will be to deter-
mine the skills of a woman at the time she-enters the program and,
on that basis, to-identify her best point bf entry in order to in-
crease her productivity as rapidly as possible. Success also will
depend in large measure on the accuracy of the sponsor's assessment
of the differing problems of the women who undertake the program.
For example, if the expected work experience required for trade and
industrial education in a particular state cannot realistically be

. obtained within the two years that stipends are likely to be availa-
ble, women teachers should not be "Urged to undertake the prograt.

In designing a program for women teachers, the following issues
Should be considered:

While women do not lack the capacity to perform manipu-
lative skills relating to an occupation, such skills
are learned.through repetitive performance. It would
take time for women who previously have not acquired.
these skills to learn.toperfoit them well enough for
demonstration in a teaching situation.

There is nothing in the life pattern of womenzrelementary
and secondary schoolteachers to,suggest'that they would
have acquired the skills or occupational training, much
less the work experience, to qualify them for a trade
and industrial education program. They may lack.the
essential skillsowhich in some cases, may require
years to achieve a competency level appropriate for
teaching trade and industrial courses. Short term work
experience is not likely to provide women with skills
adequate for teaching. Women teachers als6lack courses
in teaching vocational education, such as methods and
.curriculdm development, required for-those obtaining'a
degree.

Women-teachers would be well prepared particularly to train
as industrialarts or cooperative education teachers in
male-intensive areas. Industrial arts generally requires
no occupational experience, and the level of manipulative
skills required.to meet performance criteria in industrial



. arts is less than in most other male-intensive vocational
areas. Cooperative education usually requires only one
year of occupational experience. In a diversified pro-
gram this experience can be-in any one or combination of

the occupational ateas. Furthermore,--no-Famipuletive
skills would be required "to carry out the responsil3iii-
ties of a cooperative teacher'. Therefore, the skills
required for both could be readily learned and the certi-"
fication "rapidly obtained by teachers already certified
in other.areas.

- Women who have been employed in male-intensive occupations
could provide an important. source of teachers for such
occupations.because.those with work experience can read-
ily meet the certification requirements in most states
for trade and industrial occupations. On the other hand,.
they will need either courses in teething skills or aca-
demic courses netessaryto obtain a degree, dependinglon
the vocational area they enter.

Women who have-completed an associate degree in a male-
intensive Occupation might be able to either complete
their bachelor's degree in the time allocated or obtain
the necessary industrial work experience.

The emphasis in program design should be on both pre-service and
in-service-training suitable for each type ofwomen, based on certi-
fication requirements and the training that will permit them to ac-
quire the skills to perform. Also essential to the success.of the
project are the supportive services they will need.

Certification Requirements

Since certification-is a prerogative of each individual state, there
is considerable divergence among states. ThiS is reflected in di-
verse certification requirements. Some states require many years
of work experience, others require fewer or recognize educational
attainment in lieu.of workeexperiende. In all,:cases, in order to

o

dgcument their. work experience, candidates are required to submit
evidence..of employment history and skills. A certification officer
evaluates that experience to determine if the candidate has the

necessary occupational skills.. In recent years, there has been.a
trendtoward utilizing occupational competency examinations to de-

termine if a candidate, is competent to teach. Some states have._

moved rapidly in utilizing this type of examination. With the tre-
mendous expansion of 'vocational education and the accompanying demand-

-9
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for qualified teachers, vocational education has become flexible
in recognizing both an educational background as well as occupa-
tional )cperience for certification.

One approach to education certification is tNat of the
"apprUve-d-pr tt'whereby universities in a state work 'closely

with the state department o vd-cat-ionalon and with certifi-
cation and curriculum specialists, in order to din-gn-a-pxogram that
provides candidates with the educational backgroundiand occupationa
experiences necessary to meet the competencies required for certifi-
cation. A candidate who successfully completes a program that has
been approved is recognized as having net the requirements.

among five male-intensive secondary school vocational programs
(trade and industrial, technical education, agriculture, cooperative
education, and industrial arts), trade and industrial is the only
area where examinations are widely used to determine occupational
competency or as a substitute for part of the required work
experience.

Time .Required to Attain Skill
Levels and Operate the Model

In order to place the components of the retraining model into a,
realisticframework, we have considered the issue of time both as it .
affects the attainment of skill levels and as it creates other con-
straints affecting the program.

Funds are available to provide stipends to women participants for a
period of two years. Since it is unlikely that women will be will-
ing to participate unless they can'teceive some payment during the
training period, it would be unrealistic to propose a program that
would take longer than, two years. Additionallytwo years is
probably as long as most women would be willing to invest in_prepar-
ing to ,enter a new career. For these reasons, the model has been
conceptualized within the constraint of this timeyeriod. Although
this tends to put an artificial time limit on.the program, it is
realistic if women can obtain the necessary skills within that time
frame.

Most men entering the teaching of trade and industrial subjects have
been acquiring.mechanical skills and know-how stride, adolescence.
In such cases, maleHteachers,are. likely to' have been utilizing
.relevant manual skills for many years, regardlessof employment or
training, whereas women teachers will be expected to acquire these
skills rapidly, with less background and. less opportunity than the

, -10-
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men have had to obtain dexterity and facility in performing entry
level skills.

Evidence existsthat=women can 'be trained, to acquire.adequate
skills.26 However,. manipulative 'skills are sharpened by continual

use Over time, and most women teachers who will participate will
have ll'ad little time or-occasion to.deifelop these skills. The
issue, therefore, is based on the variation of work experience re-
quired from state to state, the amount of time needed to permit a
woman to prepare adequately for teaching, and whether that prepar-

-at.i.an_must be acquired in a work experience situat\ion or through

other.jearning-sys-

Many of the entry level occupations for trade and indias-t-r-i-alcourses
require only one to two years to obtain entry level skil.ls. Sec--
ary schoolvocational teachers should have mastery of the sfcills
required of high school graduates for jobentry, For students who
choose to go on to.apprenticeshipor postsecondary prograts to corn-

- plete their trdining, their high school.preparation shduld be able
to provide them with sufficient skill and knowledge to Assure access.

.Teachers should not be expected to be prepared to teach at the level
expected of a graduate of- postsecondary school or an apprenticeship

.program. It is. essential that the number of years a woman needs to ,

spend in a trade prior to entering teaching Should never be any
longer-than is:necessary to teach that level of skills.

-c
. .

.

Although work experiepce is A'valuable training mode; expertise 'n

a skill can be acquired,in many ways, not just through years of .
. . .

work. experience. Acquisition of skills in a classroom may be speeded
up..- particularly by using competency-based curricula. Therefore,
alternative methods of acquiring skills are worthy of investigation
as part,of the program design, e-.g.: (a) competency-based labora-
tory.trainineutilizing postsecondary institutions, and- (b) work
experience gainecbthrough internship in the schools.

The model might provide that women can 'work during the day while
attending classes in .the evening or only in the summer or some such

.suitable arrangement. The general calculation, of work experience is
evaluated on,the basis of 2,000 clock-hours being equivalent to one
-calendar year. 714.0 years of credit are given for one year's work
through supervised on- the -job training in many-states. Thus, it is

yearpossible that'one of work experience in industry may be suffi-
cient to-meet the requirements of-skill acquisition, if it is Coupled,
with-classioom work and successful completion of the occupational

competency test where it is available.
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DEVELOPING A PLAN

In planning_a program for-retraining women teachers and siCilled.

women, to teach in male-intensive-vocational programs, the prospec-
tive sponsor must consider a variety of-issues, some of which have
been dealt with in preceding sections: the Charactetistics and
qualificatlons of the women who are likely-to he selected to par-
ticipate, the certification requirements, the required work experi-
ence, and the manipulative and teaching skills that must be ac-
:quired. The program must be-able to recruit women, select those
who are appropriate for the teaching positions for which they are

:.being prepared, and assure that essential supportive services are
available.. Support must be obtainable from the university to fa-
cilitate smooth development-and implementation. Additionally,
efforts also must-be made to assure that staff at the university

----resptansible for administering the program and. teaching the courses,
personnel-in the -.schools where..particiipants are placed' and super-
visors in industries:where participants. are to gain work experience
are attuned to the issues, so that their actions and attitudes are
absent of sex stereotype and bias. In responding to these, issues,
the prospective sponsor must consider the aspects that are unique -

to this program and to the women it. plans to train.

In order to support all essential components,'a university must be
assured that funding will be available, recognizing that suitable
components of a training program for these selected women wila be
more costly than the programs that they are-accustomed to operating.
An important aspect of this concerns the timing of the program: it

will be essential fpr the program to be planned aheadtogassure that
the state and federal fiscal cycle coincide. -

Jnpult from an advisory committee involVing all interested parties- -
local education agencies, state education agencies, state vocational.
education agencies, associations (such as the American Vocationdl
Association, American Industrial Arts Association, National Education
Associatl'on), employers, women's groups- -also can be extremely valu-
able in 4)lanning and implementing a retraining program.

Coordination of State Department Of
Vocationafl Education and Local
EducatioA Agencies with the
Teaching, Universities .

Promoti01 of a retraining program within a state could emerge from
within the state department of vocational education. In the evenV
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that it does not, interest in .such a retraining program may come
from an educational institution within the state. Once the prelim.:

inary planning and research have been conducted and a. det.ermination

has been made that a program is warranted, all further activities
should proceed on a coordinated basis involving a partnership be

tween the state department and the university. The state department
of'vocational education should assume responsibility for packaging

the program in order to assure availability of the several sources

of funding. The local education agencies also should be closely
involved, since their need for more vocational. education staff is an

essential component of the program. The program design also may re-'

quire the participation of certification and curriculum specialists
working with university personnel. In addition, to assure that
participants attain certification status upon completion of the pro-

continual communication must be maintained. Some state de-

partments already have established administrative lines between
----trade and industrial education and industrial arts disciplines.

Wherelinkages exist, efforts-at coordination will have to be giVen

special ,6-onsideration. The support of teacher associations also is
crucial, since itls_their members who will benefit. They can assist

in recruitment and assure a-smooth, transition when participants are

placed.

An advisory committee should be .appointed with membersrepresenting
all those agencies whose input and cooperation are eSsential.--;;-A--1.'

:committee-of this type, meeting on a regular-basis, would provide a
communication mechanism. to keep the various agencies up-to-date with, .

project activities and provide the opportunity for the agencies to
dnform,the project administrators of any needs that should be taken
into consideration by the university. Whatever form it takes, such-

a coordinating mechanism is an essential part of a successful.pro-

gram. If more than one pilot program is funded, coordination among

pilot efforts is strongly advised.

Evaluation Plan

To realize the greatest benefit from the pilot prOgram, clearly de-
fined objectives must be formulated. -These objectives can _provide
direction to further develop the program and can serve as a measur-

ing rod for their.evaluation. From the outset, it is important to
.define what is to be accorriplished,,and7to have some means of deter-

mining whether or not the program._ is pxbgressing as planned. The

evaluation plan also would be useful for programs that are not pilots.

Each program component should be de'Scribed as well as the character-

istics of the women who participate. Data should include cost factors
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and sources of funds.' A record of (a) sources of recruitment,
those who were rejected and the reasons, and (c) those who were
recruited but decided not to participate--and their reasonsshould
be maintained...._ (a)_ e nthe past work xperiece,(b) the
General.Apptitue Test B results,\(c) the length of time _eaCh___
participant remained in the program, and(d) the success of the
school placement Should be maintained on each of the applicants. At
present; it is impossible to determine the personal characteristics
of women who are likely to prove successful in this program. There-
fore, it is advisable for .universities operating pilot programs to
complete a battery of psychological tests on those who are accepted
in order to determine whether conclusions can be drawn about the
personal characteristics of the.,women selected for participation.

For those who drop out during the course of the program, an exit
interview should be conducted to determine their.reasons for leaving
and to determine what aspect of the program might 'be strengthened.

A descrip'tion of the placements should be included on-the number of
local education agencies involved, the length of time prior to
placement that they committed the position, and whether women were
placed in the local education agency who committed the position.
Most' important will be information on the success.of the women -after
placement.

If the evaluation indicates that thepilot.program is successful, a
dissemination package should be prepared to provide information to
other states which might decide to mount similar programs.

Funding Sources

In planning a programone of the first issues to be addressed is
the financial resources needed to support such an effort. A major
purpose of theocational Education Act (PL 94-482) is to assist
'states in developing programs to 'ovrcome sex stereotyping and bias
in Vocational education programs and, thereby, furnish equal educa-
tion opportunities to persons of both sexes. .

e section describes provisions of the regulations that provide
fun a national basis and through states) which can be utilized
for re raing, participants, and other essential supportive
activitie-s-.27

n



Funds Available on a
National Basis

Commissionerr&Discretionary_Erograms-of-National-Significance'for .

Vo&ationdl Edita:Ition.28 Under this part of the legislation, the
Commissioner can fund projects of national significance. The pro-
jects can be research, exemplary and innovative programs, personnel
training, and grants to assist in overcoming'sex bias. An- estimated
$27 million"will be available for these programs. Of this amount,'
$13.5 million will.be for research and demonstration projects and;
$1.6 million for curriculum development.29 These projects must
show'evidence,that they will be used in a substantial number of
classrooms.

Certification Fellowship Program-, Another program that comes under
the CoMmissioner's discretion is the vocational education certifica-
tion fellowship program which is designed to provide opportunities
for: (a) certified teachers Aso have been trained to teach in other
fields and (b) persons in industry, business, and agriculture who
have 4ills and experience in vocational fields for which there is
need.3'

Approximately $3.5 million dollars has been allocated for this under-
graduate program (which is not to be 'confused with the graduate level
leadership development award program). Persons selected fOr such
fellowships are entitled to stipends of $4,500. for up to two years
(as well as allowances for subsistence and other expenses for her
dependents) for each academic year and $900 for each summer session.
Under this program, the institution which a' recipient attends're-
ceives an allowance of $2,000 for the academic year and $500 for the'
summer Session.31- Since this is a national program, there Will be
no matching involved for programs funded under this part. The fellow-
ships are' to be apportioned equitably amond the states, based upon ,

such factors as .vocational education enrollment,, the incidence of
youth unemployment, and-school dropout rates. a

Funds Available through the States..

Funds are available under Subpart 2--Basic Grante', which represents
80 percent of the federal funds alldcated to the 'state and under
Subpart 3=-Program Improvement and Supportive SerVices, which 4

represents the remaining 20 percent of federal furids to,states. Al-

though matching 'funds are required for certain activities, it is

-stipulated in PL 94-482 that from sums ;Wade avai]able to the states,
the Commissioner sh:11 pay 100 percent of the cost to'support activi-
ties Which show promise of overcoming sex stereotyping and bias.33
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The components of a retrainingprogram'Aich can be supported under
each Subpart are., described below.

Basic Grants to State Vocational Education Programs. Each state is
required to allocate $50,900 for full-time personnel whose responsi.r,
bility is to work toward eliminating'seX discrimination and stereo-
typing and insuring equal education opportunities for both sexes.34
Some of the functions assigned to'such personnel include working to:
(a) assist local educational agencies and other interested parties
in the state to improve. vocational education opportunities for
women, and (b) develop and support actions to correct problems
brought to the-attention of this personnel through activities carried

.

outin eliminating 'sex discrimination and stereotyping' from all
programs.35

In addition to funding the activities of full-time personnel assigned

to these tasks, funds may be utilized to support studies that would
facilitate carrying out these functions.36 Since this program sup- .

Ports. these activities, writing the program into the state plan would
place' the state on record in support of .these objectives' as required
.bythe regulations.37.'

.

In addition, under 5104.621, funds can be used by a state-to provide
vocational. education programs for the following special groups:

Persons who had been homemakers but who now, because of disso-
lution of marriage, must seek employment:?8

Persons who are single heads of households and who lack ade-
quate job skills.

- Persons who are currently homemakers and part-time workers
but who wish to 'secure a full-time jobP

Women who are now in jobs whichtraditionally have been con-
.

sidered jobs for females and who wish to seek employment in
areas which have not been traditionally considered as-such."

The supportive services which can be provided by basic grant funds
include counseling, job development (placement services) and job
follOwup supports (university oversight of work. sites).41
Section 104.603 is directly targeted at funding programs similar to

this retraining model:

ilp4.603. In funding programs and activities of .support
services for women, funds may be used to increase the
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number of,women instructors involved in the training of
individuals in programs ,which have traditionally enroVled
mostly males, so as to provide supportive examples for
these women who are preparing for jobs in these non- 5

traditional areas .of employment. (Emphasis addcd.)

Subpart 3--Program Improvement-and SuppOrtive Services. The purpose
of this Subpart is to imprOve vo,:ational education by providing funds

to states through their, vocational education Research Coordinating'
'Units to support research programs, exemplaAi and innovativo'pro7
grams, and curriculum development programs.' Funds can be Used for
projects that are part of applied research and development that show

promise of overcoming sex bias and stereotyping.43 In addition, ' -

priority is given to exemplary and innovative programs designed to
accomplish-the same purpose.44

Funds also are available for:

Development and dissemination-of'curriculum designed
to overcome sex' bias in vocational education prOgrams.

Development and dissemination of guidance activities
designed to overcome sex bias in vocational education
programs.

. ,
Support services designed to enable teachers to, meet
the needs 'of individuals enrolled in vocational edu-
cation programs.traditionallv limited to members of
the opposite sex.45

In case all of these sources of funding are insufficient, states may
make grants under §104.792 to support activities which show promise
of overcoming sex bias. and- stereotyping.

Under the same souTce; funds may be used for projects such as:

Research projects onways to overcome sex bias and
stereotyping.

Training to acquaint 'guidance counselors, administra-
tors,-and teachers -with ways of effectively overcoming

_sex bias and of,assisting women in selecting careers

Clearly the retraining model would assist.in meeting these objectives.
Pre--and post-data collection on the participants-will permit an.
evaluation research deSign. Exemplary' programs also can be
developed for participating counselors and teachers.
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Packaging the Program

Packaging the program piece by piecewill be extremely difficult.
It will be mucli simpler if the state department of,vocational
education itself decides that the program has validity and works
with the university to obtain funds under the United States_Office
of Education.Commissioner's Discretionary. Programs andfor,--to;assign-
funds from its basic grants and program improvement and supportive
services funds,to pay for the program. In view of the numerous
Sources of ,funds available, it is likely that ,a well-pack_ aged:1pr°-
gram will obtaip adequate-resources to cover all program costs.

In putting together such a programr, a university should consider
how to best package the essential components! the number of fellow-.
ships likely to be available to thestate,-the percentage .of fellow-
ships that could'be awarded to women, and the number of Women that
the project could-realistically handle.. If adequate funds cannot
be obtained through the discretionary programs and a given number of
fellowships cannot be committed funds Would have-to be sought':
through other state programs.

Thee critical factor in providing funds for the project will be the
provision of stipends. Asian, Hispanic, and Indian applicants could
find support through the Bilingual Vocational Instructor Training
Program (an estimated $625,000 has been allocated, for the. cost of
training instructors).

and

of the applicants will qualify for Com-
prehensive Employment and Training Act Title VI funding since they
are-likely to be unemployed and since many. will be in the mid-to-
lower income level. Others-might obtain stipends under the Higher
Education Act. If the commitment of fellowships is still too small
or` undependable the cost of the internship- also could be sought
from those, local education agencies experiencing teacher shortages.

SELECTED PROGRAMS:, TRADE AND
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION

Of the eight major vocational eduCation classifidations, only two-
trade and industrial education and industrial arts--meet all of the
criteria for a successful retrainingrprogram as defined in the model.
Health, home economics, and offide occupations are female - intensive
'areas. Distributive education is a "Mixed" field--rarely Male-
intensive al the secondary-school level.- Agriculture is an expanding



state. Technical occupatiOnS are usually taught at the postsecond-
ary level, and even states with large secondary school programs are
not likely to require a large enough number of teacher placements
to warrant undertaking a program. Data on cooperative education
are not adequate at present to indicate the number of .finale- intensive
teachers required. However, Cooperative education teachers in male-
intensive and diversified cooPerative programs are likely to be re-'
quired since ademand for cooperativegeducation teachers has been
expressed; training-women to fill such'positions warrants investi-
gation of need at the local level. The two area that consistently
offer the most opportunities for employing teachers in.male7intensive
vocational programs in most states appear to be.trade and industrial
education and industrial art,s education. In these two areas; the
situations of teachers and skilled women are examined separately,
except in regard to competency-based curricula and the acquisition
of skills in industrial arts education.

Trade and Industrial Education

Teathers

LI

Program Design. New teachers and teachers returning to the labor
'market who desire to be trained to teach in a trade and industrial
education program but have had little: or no skill experience could-
do sb in a few states. However, it would be difficult t.o fulfill
all the requirements in the two years allotted, even for those with
aptitudes for manipulative skills. The 'educational- background of '

elementary and soCOndary teachers generally consists of .a bachelor's
or master's° degree. Additionally, re-entering teachers Will have
had several years of teaching' experience. It is unlikely that they
will have had either work experience;:in, a skined occupation or vo-%
-datIonAl training at the secondary or)postsecondary level. For a,
woman to become certified in trade and industrial education, the
would have to complete one of. the

An apprenticeship program '(from three to five years),
plus two to three years additiOnal work experience

-\t

at the trained employee level,for a'

)

otal ,bf five to
eight years. Although supervised work
could shorten the period it would tak6,46 any trade
and industrial edUcation prog*am that requires oam-
pletion of apprenticeship as proof of competency would
b e an unlikely area to consider because the time in-
volved will be unduly loT; to7be considered appropriate
as a model. $
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:Completion-of.a secondary or postsecondary vocational
training program /(generally two years) plus two to four
years -work. experience. Performing supervised industrial
work experien/ce concurrently with classroom'experience,47
rather tilani/seriatim,.could reduce the, time,, but it would
still take,two years to obtain the minimum work experience
for most/states, even under superVised conditions. It

'is postible that a teacher': in certain states could com-
plete the required coursework to teach vocational educa-
tion within'the same time frame. It itA,ossiblethat a'
program-couldbe designed (with' the approval of state
certlficati'on officers), particulatly instates that '

would permit paiticipants to begin teething with'a tempor-
ary certificate` and to complete additional classrooM work
as part'of an in- service program. Lastly; -they might be
ab e to eliminate all or most of the requirements by.suc--

Ssfully passing occupational competency. tests.
1 4

,Completion of a degree program in trade and industrial-
./education.' Since teachers.would'be,given credit for
;most of their existing coursework, such a progr am.would
take approximately three years ark, .could include. both

..the vocational education courses and supervised wok-k e)C-
.perience (in thoSe statIrSt hat require only limited-years
of work experience-in qualiF ing as a vocational education
'teaCher).

a)

Preparing to teach tradekand industrial edition requires °a composite
of skills to be learned and requirements' to be. attained, including
manipulative skills at .an `employable level as well as the Underlying
and cognitive theoretical skills.. In'additiOn.tO occupational or
manipulative skills, teachers also wouliizleed to acquire professional
or,teaching-compeiencles identified as:1i4 ortant in vocational edu-
cation. In view of their careerbackground most teacher3...woUld be ,

familiar with basic -teachta& competencies,. such as developing lesson
plans, orpretenting information with chalkboards. qppetencies
uniqUe.to vocational teachers such as job and task analysis would
have ,to be acquired-through.pre-service or in-service training.

-If'a program to retrain teachers as trade and indug-trial teasers
wereattempted, women who had-acquiredtome tkillt through in test
or lifeexperience would be'the most appropriate candidates.48 Pre--

paring a teacher with no 'previousHexperience would be a long and
difficult task. She could be trained more easily as a teacher of in-
dustrial arts. 'On.the other hand,)it would not be difficult to pre-
pare a woman already experienced in a skilled occupation to "qualify
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as a teacher. in, and industrial education._ (See sectionon
Skilled1VOmen.) I.

1 Work evience, If a supervised industrial work experience. is un-
dertaken, it wc:Ald-be the responsibility of the university to obtain
:the cooperation of industry and to design an appropriate placement.

In identifying industrial work.stations., university personnel should:

Conduct a survey of business and industries in the area
to determine availability pf placements.

- Determine those organizations that are willing and able
to cooperate inthe education of teachers.

Obtain agreement that close supervision will be availa-
ble for those placed as well as'those in' an appropriate.
gaining plan.

Assure that industrial experience will provide time for
exposure., to the functions of the industry as well as the
provide for the industryls need for student placements.

- Assure that participants are coMpensated4for-work as
.part of the training placement.

Utilizing an industrial setting will provide specific learning-exper-
iences that will prepare the prospective teachers in the shortest time
possible. Through successful on site supervision, women will become
familiar not.only with essential work skills but also with occupational
mores.

University staff responsibile for identifying the work stations and
approving them for academic credit should determine the quality of

.
training andoconvene the groupof women placed.at. work stations to
discuss the learning experience gairied. The Coordinator's sensitivity
in observing the social adjustments exhibited by students on-the-job
will affect the Success of the placement. A visit by the supervisor'
should become the vehicle for critical observation, evaluation, and
a basis for planning related university instruction.

Efforts should4be made to insure that feedback is given.by the. work
supervisor to university staff and from staff to the students. Such
feedback may be provided through seminars, class discussions and eval-

uations. The occupaticinal experience must be integrated with the
teacher education program in order to insure. hat most value is
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'obtained from the placeMent. Alternating work training and perform-
ance of learned task.will-reinforce.the learning acquired through
work experience as well as- through the classrbom experience. -This'

suggests that a cooperative work model--half in a classroom and

half day in a work 'situationshould prove useful... Emphais.would

be to help women relate their industrial experiences to a teaching

situation. Orientation to. teaching the skill while still learning'

it should be relied upon. The skills the teacher learns, thus, will
have added significance.

Cofripetency -Based Programs in -Trade and Industrial Education.. The

acquisition of occupational skills and experience in the retraining

program will be of primary concern. However, since universities
and teacher.. training institutions are not equipped to offer vocational
programs,it.would be.necessary to conduct such-programs in voca-

tional technical schools or junior colleges where-facilities are

available. Although familiar with the.general'aspetts of teaching
methodologiet, teacherS also must acquire professional coMpetencies
unique to vocational educators. A competency-based approach also
can be used to assess teaching skills pieviously acquired. In view

of the different needs of target populatiohs, competency-based pro-
_grams focusing-on the needs, of women elementary and secondary teach-

ers and skilled women: would be extremely useful.

Pre- Service Training. During the first year, a teacher could under-
take training at a postsecondary school that would enable her to
acquire the preliminary skill levels in the relevant trade. Addi-
tionally, components of .the program would include courses in voca-.
tional education at the college level to provide her with the.base
for teaching. the subject area. An elementary teacher also may have
to take-courses to acquire a, secondary school certificate. During.

wthe second year, the woman would have to undertake'work experience.
in a-supervised industrial setting so that an appropriate level
could be achieved. The cycle would be /repeated, as necessary; de-
pending.on the skills required.

In-Service Training During the.First'Yearof Teaching.. A classroom.,
team consisting 'of a teacher and a skilled woman could-be established.
The teacher would assume:responsibility for the cognitive aspects of .

the skill training after she has completed a year of training either
in postsecondary school or through:work experience. The team part- -
net, who is also enrolled -in -the prograth, would teach the manipula-
tive skills; In this manner; two classes could be conducted simul-
taneously.

It is assumed-that upon program approval the state could issue a
temporary certificate and waive the remaining non-teaching work
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experience reouireMent. Under any circumstances, a teacher could
utilize her secondary school certificate to teach the cognitive
skills. With practice, both women eventually would learn all the

'21

required tasks. at. a performance level acceptable to themselves;
their male peers, and their students. After one or, at most, two
,years, by reinforcing each other's skill's, both could gain suffic-
ient skills to be employed as permanent teachers. Supervision and
A supportive program for,both should be continued by the university
until each has gained enough confidence to teach a full program.

Skilled Women

Program Design. Vocational educators have estimated that between
-ninety to ninety -five percent of the teachersof trade and

'''` industrial education were employed formerly in industry as skilled
tradespeople. Certification requirements of,most states reflect
this. Lt is only in recent years that college degree.,programs have
been designed to train trade and industrial education -teachers.
Therefore, it should be a straightforward prodedure for skilled
women to move toward certification. Skilled men haVe been doing it
for years. If a skilled woman has the required Oars of experience,
is

I

a\high school, graduate, and meets the other requirements, she
would qualify for certification in most states.

Alt ough the number of women who have already gained work experience
is mall, women are likely to proVide the major resource to become
tea hers of male- intensive trade and industrial programs, It isr
lik ly,to be easier, .and certainly faster, to provide them with_ the
ess n'tial teaching skills than_it will be to provide_women_teachers
experienced in teaching traditional' subjects, with the manipulative
skills required to teach a male-intensive trade and ihdustrial sub-
jec . One problem that may arise would be the transition of women
fro an industrial to an educational..environment; Even for those
who have become accustomed to a male-intensive working environment,
the transition might.prove difficult and would requireLsupport.

Competency -Based Programs. Since trade and industrial education
teac ers generally were, recruited from among skilled individuals in
indu try who already have the vocational competence and work experi-
ence required to be certified, competency-based curricula fo'euS only
on t e teaching of professional rather than:occupational or technical
comp tencies.4 These are required by skilled women in obtaining
comp tency as teachers and in order to make the relatively simple
transition from indus,tryto education.
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Pre-Service Training. In some states, a short pre-service training
period is required of newly-recruited skilled persons who-have no
prior teaching experience.

Increasingly viewed by teacher educators as an imp;tant part of
vocational teacher education, it is clear that a carefully planned
competency-based pre-service-training'period is needed.

Skilled women. should_be able to assume.actual.classroom-teaching
after having-attained pre-service.competencies.. Further teathing,4
competencies can be acquired through in-service training. HoWeyeri
to assure that women are comfortable in their new roles,:it iS-Urged
that pilot programs insist on at least a six_monthpre-service Period- .

-with work experience and an internship for at least another school.
term before teachers take on full classroom responsibility,

Skilled women who have :obtained vocational training at. the post- '

secondary level could attend college part-time and work part:time
in an industrial supervised work ,experience. Depending :Upon the re-
quirements, a combination of coursework and-part-time work could be
designed which would produce a bachelor's degree and certification
at the end of two years-. Such a program should be developed so that
the participants could be issued a temporary certificate and
titted to complete ad4itional.requirements during the in-S rifice °
program.

In=Service Taining. On completion of one-half year of education
courses, a trainee-could move into an internship position At a.
comprehensive or'vocational high/school. The.trainee could be .

placed with 'a trained vocational teacher to learn.the teaching skills
by observing experienced teaching.. Since the woman already has the
skills and the techniques appropriate to the trade and isjamiliar
with.the tools, -she would be-able to move into a useful function in.
the ',classroom, assisting students having difficulty with Shop She
gradually-would have the opportunity to pick up more of the teaching
functions, first in the skills., and.then_assume full responsibility
for the claSs.-. In concert with the field-based approach 6f competency-
based programs,. performance during the-internship should be evaluated
by university persOnnel... After starting to teach, the trainee would
continue to attend college and take the essential courses for perman-
ent certification. 'She Allay want to continue in order to acquire a
bachelor's degree to gaq,additional knowledge or imProve.her.income.
An alternative to this program would be an assignment to a.team -

/ teaching experience as described previously.

'*:;7
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Industrial Arts

Historically?, there have been different attitudes and opinions re-
gardine-the :role of the industrial arts program and its relation'to

vocational.edUcation. It is currently' viewed as legitimate for.
funding as a vocational education program. States, however, have
taken different approaches .to industrial arts: some use vocational
education funds to support these-programs,-otherS do not.

Although workexperience-is not required in most. states to teach in-

dustrial arts, a bachelor's degree in industrial arts is. To obtain.

a degree and be certified, a student must.satiSfy.all:degree_require-,
ments, including a prescribed number of hours in general education
and in the4eaching of industrial arts. Technical courses included
in training for industrial arts often cover five' areas: materials
(including metals, wood, plastiCs)', graphic arts, electricity/
electronics, 'power and transportation, and drafting.5°-
Courses such as career orientation or career education are included.
Professional education courses usually include three or foui courses

in industrial arts teaching Methods.

Teachers '

Program Degign. All permanently certificated teachets possess at
--leat't a bachelor's degree. The additional semester hours required

for a secondary school teacher tobbiain a degree in industrial atts,
including courses to obtain manipulative skills and professional "'
education couxses, will generally range from thirty-six to. forty-

eight semester hours. Given these facts,-.a. retraining program pro-
viding the training required to meet industrial arts certification
requirements easily could be completed in two years.

The bulk of the prograni would consist of the acquisition of occUpa-.

tional skills where."hands-on" experience, would be acquired. 'In

addition, students would acquire industrial arts teaching methodology.

However, ifa'cbmpetency-based.program were implemented in teaching' '.

_methodology or if, competency .ests were offered, teachercould
probably shorten the time invested by passing'competency-baSed,ei-
aminations. Assuming a full load of fifteen hours per quarter,
teachers could fulfill the technical requirements in three terms

plus a-s.ummer session. They also would have to take' competency:.

based tethodology-courses.

In addition to the laboratory or workshpp_skills and the methodology

courses, elementary schAool teachers alsd may be required to take
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courses to meet certification requirements to teach-at'(the second-.

ary level. It is projected that a teacher holding all/qualifica-

tions-for a secondary certificate would be able to obtain a derti-
fication in.industrial. arts, as well as the necessary)skills,:in no
more.than two calendar years. Many would' be able to C,Omp.lete the

program in- less time, expedially -if they.successfullycomplete an
internship prograt.

Pre - Service Training. 'Manipulative skills can be gaited_either in
college laboratories and /or at.ppssecondary vocational, institutions.
Teaching methodology would be available at the university. The

teacher would continue her classes until she has completed the nec-

essary,courses for' industrial-arts certification.

for the second year, she could pbtainan. internship and be assigned
to an experienced teacher in a beginning.industrial'arts program in
order to develop specific skills in a work situation. She would-be
able to compare her skills With thelevel-of the students, so she

will know the. level she must. obtain to be both'competent.and cotfi7

dent. She would gain familiarity'with the shop-class and the prob-.

lems facing. the teacher. She would be able to assist the teacher
first by helping.the students who are least adept and gradually
developing,isufficient skills to be able to help more adept students.
...Similar to the internship' in trade and industrial education,
'ternship:performan,ce should'be evaluated by university 'Staff.

Skilled Women
,

Rnogram Design. For skilled women who have not attended college,
program in industrial arts would require bbtaining a trade and in-
dustrial certificate and then moving to teach in the area of.her

expertise at the pre-vocational level. The program, therefore,.
would be similar to that of skilled women in trade and industrial
'education. 'Since:her skills would be in a particular.area, it would

limit her usefulness and she might be required to gain skills in.

other areas.

Some universities will give up to two years of credit for successful.
performance on proficiency examinations. In those universities, it
is, therefOre, possible for skilled women to pursue a bachelor's de-

gree. in industrial arts within- the two year time frame ifthey per-
form successfully on the examinations. and obtain the two years credit.

in some cases, universities also grant credits for 'work experience

gained in a field related to a student's area.of concentration.

A woman who has obtained an associate degree'from a postsecondary

school it a male-intensive' vocational program would be able to qualify



as an industrial arts teacher within the time limit if the univer-
sity credited het with all courses taken at the postsecondary level,

and if she broadened her base in skill's required for certification. .

Pre- Service Training. For women 'who attended a.postsecondary school
or received two years of credit.by.competency examination; pre-
service training wo:..11d involve at least two yeafS of in-depthcon-
centration on the acquisition of teaching skills phis additional
courses to obtain the degree... This would include studying education
theory and broadening her knowledge Of related skill's eitherJn shop

courses at.,the university or in postsecondary schools. The trainee
would continue to attend' college until shehad the essential courses

.
to qUalify for a temporary certification:of for a bachelor's degree.,:.

Teachers and Skilled Women

Competency-BaSed Curricula. To date, fully-implemented, competency-
-based teacher education programs are less widely applied in industrial

arts than in trade and industrial education. Difficulties exist due

to the fact that competencies have to be acquired in both manipulative
and teaching skills, very fewof which have been developed as.part of
the,curricula for teacher training--even though competency-based
curricula have been developeA in industrial arts and are utilized in

high schools and at the postsecondary level.

Acquisition of S1cilZs. Except in a few states, there is no require--
ment for work experience for industrial arts certification. However,

skills can be obtained through on-campus laboratories, off-campus
postsecondary vocational schools, and industrial experience. The

concept of learning-by-doing:can be implemented through small labora-
tory classes ufilizing student training teams. Classroom experiences

can be expanded by working and/or observing in industry. for Short -

periods in placements which represent the categories in which employ-
ment of high school students is most prevalent. Different companies

can be involved so.that.the student can study 'various operations.

As part of the-pre-service program, the student might spend several
weeks in afield experience in the type of school where she is likely

to be teaching, thereby providing another type of reality-based ex-

perience to strengthen classroom experience.

TECHNIQUES AND-PROGRAMS
RESPONDING TO SPECIAL .NEEDS.

It is crucial to the process of retraining women that the initial
group moving into positions which traditionally have been held by
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men ke well trained and, competent. Unless the first group succeeds
in doing a competent job, it will be difficult to'expand the number
of women entering these male-intensive. positions. To insure that a
positive experience occurs, careful program development will be re-
quired that responds to the unique circumstances being proposed.

The supportive programs can be designed to serve Women whO- have a
variety of occupational and educational experiences: thbse who have
never attended collrge, those who have completed their'associate
degrees, recent teacher graduates, teachers with graduate credits
or degrees, and teachers seeking to return to employment in schools.
The section below, describes the various supportive. programs that
will be required..'

Changing Recruitment Practices

Recruitment of participants into this program would be:substantially
differmt from traditiohalrecruitment methods practiced by univer-
sitieS.-- What sets this apart from the general' routine' is mainly the
special characteristics of the Women to be recruited,.thus affecting
the sources of locating.proSpective participants and the recruiting
procedures. .

Considerable ingenuity*Will be required to identify and recruf. women
possessing the requisite skills. The recruitment of elementary and
secondary "school. teachers should be a relatively simple undertaking:
On the other handtherecruitment of those working in skilled jobs
may be difficultisince tiwre. .re so few women with the necessary ex-
periehce...' Recruiting through industry is Abt.likely to .be very pro-
fitable. In light. of the pressure. on induStries to hire women and
minorities, indutry is not likely to participate in an effort that
Will result in their losing skilled persons. Another factor is that
teaching salaries_ are not as high as in industry. 'On the other hand,
work and vacation schedules are attractive, particularly to working

mothers..

.Many professionalj.and trade associations provide either formal or
infOrmal placement and referral services for members. Often the
associations keep updated rosters of their members.' employment or
unemployment status and ptblish newsletters or journals. The project,
therefore, could place an advertisement describing the.program and
providing information regarding entry. -Many of the associations
committees which focus on women's issues would be very cooperative
in helping to locate interested-women. Local affiliates of national
organizations, due to their closer relationships with their members,
will be useful and should be approached..'
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',Some talent banks include unemployed teachers. The national women's
unions can provide referrals to a growing number of organizations
developing at the local level which will, have lists of skilled Women
by specific occupations. Local church groups, women's groups, and
international .sororities also may be suitable.'

The following recruitment methods can be used to locate teachers:

All teacher training institutions should be contacted
through their departments of elementary and secondary
education and placement offices'. These will be alp.e to
identify recent graduates who/have not been placed as
well as re-entering, teachers/seeking employment.

Women's centers on campus should be alerted to oppor-
tunities available for retraining.

nnel offices in school districts can identify new
teachers and re-entrants who have applied for positions
but have not been placed.

Public and private employment offices that serve pro-
fessional women should be provided with a description
of the program and type of candidate sought. f.!

State and local educational associations should be con-
tacted for lists of members not presently employed and
to place announcements in newsletters or bulletins.

_

Newspapers, radio, and television can.4e provided with
information aiid requested, as a public service, to en-
courage intere ted persons to contact the program. Vi

The following items recruitment methods that Can be used to
locate skilled women:

Teachers and administrators in secondary and postsecondary
vocational education progr.ams should be contacted as a
means of identifying women.who have completed their
courses. Emphasis should b on identifying both women
who graduated long enough ago that they would have been
able to gather enough experience\to meet certification'
as well as the names of recent graduates.

Articles should be placed in the.pub
associations press.

4!
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Women in government or the military should be included
by contacting local civil:service and military,discharge
offices.

- 7

- Worilen.wha are recruited.should be utilized as a. Tesouisce

for identifying others.'
-

Recruitment Procedures. Once the names of candidates are obtained,
a'letter should be sent describing the program and the qualifications
of those being sought,' Women who indicate interest should be invited-
to a ,meeting. Because the issues and problems for each group of
women are likely to be different, a separate meeting for Working
women.and teachers should be planned.

"At:the meeting the program should be explained'indetail. This
.

would include a descriptioh of the support available through the
pilot program, the' length of time likely .to be required, the required
courses and /or work experiences,,the availability.ofjobs,.salarieS,.
training and stiperid§. A question period would give individuals the
opportunity to gain fur ter informationand provide the sponsors with
a sense of the .anticipated.concernS and litOl;i1,em..At the close-of.'
the meeting, the names of those'interested'ShO4Zd: be collected and a.
follow-up planned:

6

,Selection of Applitints for Pilot Programs
q..

If elementary and.secondary schoolteachers are to prepare themselves
to.become.trade and. industrial teachers or industrial arts teachers,"
gignificant.effortAnust-be made to assure that those who decide to
undertake preparation fdr.teaching these .courses have the aptitudes
necessary fOr. the:oCcupations: A.widely"accepted method of deter-
mining such aptitudes is the General Aptitude Test'Battery which is
available for:guidance-and counseling through all state' employment
servides and most state employment offices. Since the,GATBis readily
available'andis no more sex biased than any.aptitUde test, we

..recommend that all teachers who have indicated an interest in, par -'
ticipating in, retraining should take it for two p=poses: (1) to de-
termine,whether one has the minimum:degree of manipulative dexterity
likely to be. able to acquire the essential skills and (2) to develop
the basic data necessary to determine the degree. of numerical ability;
spatial ability, motor coordination,. finger dexterity, and manual
dexterity.reqdired for successful teaching.1

.

If .a sponsor decides ..to utilize this approach, each Participant would
be required t4 take the test when applying for the program. . Depending
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on the teaching area to be pursued, a minimum performance level

wouId-be.determined.

A teacher preparing students to be employed in a specific occupation
shduld have.the-sam'e level of. aptitudes in each of the nine skill
areas as are indicated by the General APptitudezTest Battery. for any
particular occupation:52 If the teacher is seriously deficient in
one or more of the skill areas, it is qUestionable whether she is
agood..c.andidate in that occupational area'.

.

.
.,.-

.

. ,

While the test battery is useful in determining apptitudes, no appro-.
priate_aptitude test exists for industrial arts teachers. Therefore,
it-is particularly important that participants entering::a pilot pro-

: gram'be tested.. and that a follow-up on:thelr success be part of the
evaluation: .

.

-,
, --

Since women from industry have shown that they possess the necessary
skills, there would be no- requirement to test them for selection.
However, as part of the evaluation,' such data should prove very
useful.

Counseling and Support Program

Examination of a wide variety of exemplary"programs indicates that
very little is offered that-will proveuseful as guidance to univer-
sity staff.developing,the supportive programs for -the. women-partici-
pating in this program. The returning teacher my 'Share the problems'
of other' women re-entering the labor market afte career interruption
for childrearift ancOlomemaking. J2eintroductiOnfto'the world of
work is difficult enough, but When women are preparing to enter a
career where students and fellow, teachers arb likely to be predomi-
nantly male, the complexity of problems may require group or personal
counseling. Everyproject should seek suggestions from the women
with regard to what they seeas their difficulties and needs and ways
to resolve them. The women who are nicely-to-participate, may vary
from those who are traetiOnal intheir'attitudes and socialization .

to those. whose decisions have been most non-traditional:, i.e., those
who have selected employment and/or training.in male-intensive occu-
pations Many programs. 'designed for women make the- assumption that
women are seeking self-realization. Furthermore, they let the assump-
tion-dictate many of the .approaches, e.g., assertiveness training
and-counseling forupward mobility. No easy assumptions will fit the
variety of women likely to participate in this program.

If university staff or school supervisors need an exposure to the
issues of sex stereotyping and bias, curriculum and audio-visual
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material such as those prepared by theNew Pioneer's Project: of
North Carolina will prove useful. However, additional materials
specific to the issues to be faced by staff and others responsible. '

for working with these women will be essential in order to prepare
them to'provide-guidance to:-women in the program.

WOmen'S Centers. Many universities have begun to. open celiters de,
signed.to assist women to adjust.ic College and to 'prepare for occu7.
pations.pteviously dominated:by men. If"there is a centef`atthe
university, it should be evaluated urdetermine whether its services
are appropriate for women in the program. and whetherthese women
are among those the center.is'interestec in serving. Since many of
their activities are oriented to problems.of'women entering compe-
titive positions with men working in professional, rather than vO-
cational; fields, some adaptati6n may be. required if the pilot pro-
grams are to utilize the women's ..centers to provide supportive ser-
vices. The problems that Women in the revraininvprograpj*re likely'
to face .may be as much-involved with gaining the respect and confi-
dence of their' students 64-to are likelr.to be predominantly young
men initially),. as it will be inrelating to their` male peers and

''adMinistrators. Because the problems of these women are substantially
different from those faced by,other.women at the university; it is
essential -that. personnel in the centers_be acquainted with all ram-
ifications:of the program.

Counseling Services. Counseling services also should be available.
'The project should develop programs that will assist the skilled
women in the transition from industry to education and women teach-
ers from 'female- to male-intensive classrooms.

Using women trained and experienced in group work as.the leaders,
peer group counseling sessions will permit women to share their.
problems and help each to fihd mutual' solutionS.53 They'also can
assist women in learning to, assess themSelves more reAlistically in
an atiflospheresupportive of self;exploration. 'Counseling sessions'
should help.'resolve conflicts due to the attitudes of the women
them&elVes and those with whom they will be working. Lacking role
models, it willbe .important for .the women to be convinced that
they will be'ableto.perform their jobs convincingly. The program
must be ready to demonstrate that these `jobs, indeed,-are
and appropriate.

There will be differences in thepercePtions and attitudes \pf those'
participating in the program. For women who have ber teaching in
traditional subjects at the elementary and secondary, level there
is the diffccUlty Of shifting from an occupation where their colleagues
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_ were predominantly female to one were colleagues and students are
likely to be male. The skilled wopra-n, on, the other hand, must ac-
quire the confidence: that they man "transmit" the skills from,
an industrial to a classroom setting.

As part of the group, process, husbands. and men friends of the par-
ticipants might be invited to informal Meetings in groups (where
supportive men may help to convince those'who are. not) as:Well as
in groups including the women partidipants. Discussion should in- .

clude their attitudes toward their wives' or, friends' participation
in the program. The mixed sessions could explore. Problems orcon-
flicts both feel:between their home or personal lives And the program
and their perception of,the role of men and women. Such sessions
should be very useful in reducing conflict that may arise for some
women.

Skilled women are likely to have.more difficulty adjusting to the
educational atmosphere.. Elementary and secondary sChOple teachers_.
are likely tojiavefdifficulty adjusting.to the male environment.
Nohetheless, .:the.similarity-of problems is such that the two groups
of women should. be helpful to each other in reducing anxiety.in.en-
tering a new environment. Skilled women -can contribut,.byrelating
their experienceS'in arLindustrial atmosphere and tea0a,rs can con-

, tribute their .experiences in schools: Both are likelyte'have
similar"prolkeis'in gaining the.respect of their students, who may
"test" themcto determine if they are the: equal of their male
counterparts.'

Being among the first to cross the sex barrier will take courage:
Hence, participants Must be prepared to cope with an all-male wotk
.situation .where customs, language, and` habits have been predicated
on a single sex grouping. They also must be equipped to handle the
individual reactions of the' men whose group they have "invaded.
Before entering-or.re-'entering the education:system the women them-
selves must= feel that they can be successful In their new role. .

Many are likely to feel -fear at the outset. .But.it will be possible
to obliterate it once they have positive experiences and are able%
to share mutual reluctanceS. They must be able 'to help each other.
gain confidence that their performance will be acceptable by male
standards.

-i6menA:1lanning to become teachers of industrial_ arts are likely to ,
have fewer problems.with'students than teachers of trade and indus-
trial courses since induStrial arts studentS wil °1 be younger-and,'
therefore, less willing -to challenge a teacher': 'Also, teachers
of indUstrial arts are mOre1ikely,to be able to find placements
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'across the broad geographic and socio-economic spe-ctrum, equally. .

edistributed in central cities, rural, or suburban areas. An indus-
tyial arts teacher, therefore, is more likely to find a job in a

, school similar:. to the one in which she acquired her previous teach- e

t

' ing experience: Many opportunities in trade and industrial educa-
.

tiori may be in an atmosphere alien to many of the women.

2stdcare Services. Women who haye been working or have recently
completed their education. are likely to have solved whatever child-

.

caie or transportation problems they may have and are not likely to
'need this assistance. Those returning to the labor force may, how-
ever, ne.ed.assistAnce in locating such facilities. One of the
critical factdrsio be decided by the project (based on the charac-
teristics ofothe-:women who will be participating) is whether or 'not
it would be appropriate to includechildcare*as part of .the project
If women indicate interest in childcare provided by the university,
the project thotil-ci investigate the services already available'.
Childcare serviced ov.ery often are provided to university personnel
and students by vafichis departments such as the,wOMen's centers,
home economics, early 'childhood educatibn, child development, and
student organizations.

..

Transportation. Transportation to class may pose problems for some.
Most women will own:cars-but, if married, it is likely that in
households owning one car the working husbands will be using it.
To facilitate women attending classes; the university should can-.
sider assisting in providing' alternative means of travel, e.g., car
pools; hOding classes in more accessible locations, and scheduling
classes in the evenings of on weekends when the women are more
likely,to have the availability of-a car.

Family Demands and'Need for Financial Assistance; Many-of the re-
turnees may'have family demands which will permit them to partici-
pate only part-time. Participants 1;.,ho.prefer to extend the..time it
-0.kes to prepare for re-entry should,be able to obtain a prcirated.
stipend. Some of the' re-entrants are -likely to be single heads of
households and who need more financial assistance than provided by
legislation. Unlessthey are able to earn more than the stipends
provided by this program, some may not beable to afford childcare
or adequate transportation and therefore may be unable to partici-
pate. The ,project may have to seek other sources of funds for this,
group. The state or educational institution should try to be flex-
ible in responding to the differing needs that are likely to arise
among the target population. .



Placement System. The sponsor should ,be prepared to provide a
variety of placement services. As Tart of planning and development,
the university should assume responsibility for contacting local
education agencies prior to the start of the prograin in order to
identify specific placement opportunities. Since women who qualify.
for certification'would be quickly employable on completion of their
pre-service training, the proj.ect should be able to identify schools
in need of teachers i.n.the appropriate disciplines.' If internships
are to be arranged, the university should assuMe.responsibility for
developing and supervising them. The university should negotiate.
with schools forthe commitment'of permanent placements on comple-.
tion of successful internships.

Skilled women, particularly, are likely. to need assistance in pre-
paring for the job 'interview and in understanding the problefis they
are likely to face. Assisting, women to be pilTared_for.the inter-
view is only one approach. The university staff also may work with
the school system, apprising them of the expected advantages to
women spudents when employing such a role model and, at the same
time, 'Helping male teachers see_that women are capable of working
under "masculine" conditions.

Scheduling and Location of Classes

The needs of adult women vary. Therefore, this may require thgt ,

theybe provided a choice of class times. Depending on whether or
not day care services,are available, those who have pre=school
childitn. may prefer classes in. the evening or on weekends. Those

t
with older chil ren may want their classes scheduled during the
day when their. hildren are in school. Not only the time but the
place courses are offered is important, since participants will not
likely live on campus. Frequently they will'have to commute some
distances. Thus, classes thatomeet four or five days a Week for
one hour are generally less\convenient than longer sessions that
meet once or twice weekly. Bachogroup of women will have diffeYent_
needs; the'programs should respond to them. Part of the problem
may be solved by utilizing the'competency-based. approach whereby
self-paced, individualized instruction is stressed.

Staffing of thelogram

Tollssure efficient operation of the program, it is essential that
personnel involved be experienced in all aspects of the issues out-
lined in this paper. The director, of the program must be familiar
with the male-intensive vocational areas, particularly in the skill
areas in which women are to be trained. Inview of the. special needs
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'Of the pilot program, directors should be familiar with the univer-.,

sity and with relevant staff at the'state vocational education

office. They also must be experienced in certification in order

to deal effectively with state education agencies, local education
agencies, and other state:or local.pexsonnel.

There also should be at least a part-time group counselo,r,to pro
vide guidance and counseling. It _is recommended that: an individual
sympathetic and familiar with the various backgrounds and needs of

the-women beAnvolved. Where'weten will be placed on. supervised
Work situations, services of a staff person who'is experienced in
industry also should be obtained.

Depending.on the number of women recruited into the program, an
appropriate number of faculty members to supervise placements in

industry or school should be available. -A teacher/student ratio
of Dri12 or 1:15 would seemingly be suitable.

Training Seminars 'for Proje'ct Team

Staff working with retraining participants are themselves likely

to be in need of retraining in .order to become more sensitive to .

the implications of sexism.in universities, schools, and society

in general. Programs of teacher preparation in the past have not
satisfactorilydealt.with these issues. Since teacherS at 'every
level tend. to teach as they were taught, they tend to-continue the
biased attitudes they ob.Served and acquired as students. White
in-service training has been instituted for public school staff;.

littleorganized effort has been undertaken to address the attitudes

of teacher educators at the universities. ,Short term seminars
should be required of university personnel, as well'as school and
industrial supervisors, prior to their involveMent in this program.
Material discussed in the counselirig section of this paper should

be included in the :setindr. Pilot programs should'include the de-
velopment of materials uniilue to this model for dissemination to
other universities who plan to run similar programs.

Seminars for University Personnel. Seminars should be held for
faOrilty who will be working with the women in order to assure that

they understand the problems and to avoid negative repercussions at
the university and after placement. It-is particularly essential
that staff.are appropriately prepared to ptoyide the kind of support
that will be needed to-assure a successful experience both for the

women and the university.
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Seminars. for university personnel should. be held prior to the start
of the_program and continue throughout the first year--more fre-
quently. at the beginning, less frequently later. The staff will
not. only have to.understand the dynamics of adjustment but alsothe
dynamics of the interrelationships in the attitudes of the men
teachers' and the students in their classes.

These seminars must be of sufficient length to stimulate the neces- _

sary insights and to motivate thefaculty. Otherwise it is unlikely
that they will change either their teaching methods or their under-
ostanding. If they are to have a successful experience, they must
come to understand the rationale behind the development of such a
program as well as to understand their prospective women students.
The seminars should be designed to transmit-information about the
women participants and their problems and then leave it to the group
to find their own solutions. The problems these adult women are
likely to encounter may vary, but understandinCtheir difficulties
will help the staff of the teaching institutions to gear their atti-
tudes and responseS to the variety.of exhibited needs.

The women teacher participants' are likely to\have'been exposed to
only their.mother, teachers, and'nurses--womeOn traditionally
feminine occupations. They may have had no opportunity to know
about, much leSs observe,, women in non-traditional occupations.
Many of these women teachers were quite comfortable in their accep-

-.tance of a traditional female job;: i.e., that of an elementary or
secondary school teacher. In early'childhood they learned which
activities and interests were appropriate for individuals of their
sex. Their own socialization may have made them as traditional in
their outlook as any -Member. of the faculty.

On the other hand, skilled women have elected to enter a non-,
traditional occupation. and have, adjusted successfully to male-
intensive training and/or employment. Almost certainly they4select-
ed-this occupation with little assistance:in their decision-making-
and, although some received support from family and.educatibnal

''personnel, many have faced the direct or indirect results of-sex
stereotype aridbias.54

Various studies have shown that certain personality traits and be-
haviors have been identified as."appropriate for women" or"appropri-
ate for men." Cultural expectations require thata woman be taught
to be feminine--which is usually interpreted to mean submissive,' de-
pendent, dolcilt. She is conditioned not to be assertive and competi-
tive and to consider herself intellectually'inferior. Those traits
which are most often taught to girls as valuable for women are tact,
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neatness, sensitivity, supportiveness, gentleness, calmness, order-

liness,. efficiency, and conflict'aiioidance. Those characteristics

which are most often identified- as valuable traits for men are

self confidence, aggressiveness, independence, ambition, competi-

tiveness, objectivity-, logic, dedisiv,eness, and dominance. Gener-

ally speaking, the "masculine traits" are viewed as more-useful in
contributing to successful careers than the "feminine traits." For

a woman to defy these expectations obviously requires an especially

strong personality. It is likely that women who have been employed

in male-intensive occupations may have such strengths. This alto

could-be true of graduates of non-traditional, postsecondary, male-

-intensive vocational prograMs. However, it is not likely to be

true of the teachers, particularly elementary school teachers, since

they have not necessarily taken on the characteristics of non-
traditional women by simply enrolling in this program. Women who

demonstrate the valued male-traits in their work often have been

' labeled as "aggressive females," scarcely a complimentary term. It

is Iikelyithat some women who have worked in male environments may
-have acquired these traits in order to survive.. Some-students are

likely not to be aware of the cultural stigma attached to their sex.

For this reason, faculty also .should be prepared to transmit their

newly obtained cultural awareness to these women. The staff must

be prepared for expected differences among the women and be able to

respond "to' both groups.

In order to be effective, the faculty's .effort should not be passive
they should not wait for the women to ask for-help. They should
bear in mind that women may not necessarily know that they need help
and may remain unaware of the problems they are facing,

Because they often lack self-confidence, some are likely to feel
that their skills and abilities are inadequate or that they may have
difficulty gaining the specific ones they are likely to need. Those
who have been away from formal education.for a long period are likely
to experience the same problems experienced by all adult women re-'
turning to education.- They may find their memory of mathematics in-
adequate or they may find it difficult to re- establish good study
habits. Faculty should anticipate that lack of time is likely to be
a major problem for 'women much more than for Men. For women retarn-
ing to the labor force, family obligations are likely to constitute

,significant obstacles. While still in the program, they may, have
difficulty finding and affording: childcare unless such services are
specifically offered. Some also may have,difficulty due to lack of
support from their families in their decision to undertake the
program.
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To counteract the insecurities, it is important that women have a
positive .experience from the beginning. Once a woman has had a
negative experience with one instructor, she is much more likely

,to expect similar treatment from other instructors. It will be
the responsibility of the staff to .make every effort that the
women's experiences remain positive or to provide training in
coping.With negatiVe experiences.

Seminars for-Supervisors in Schooi and in Induitry Where Women are
Placdd. To assure that women's experiences are not colored by sex
:bias, seminars also should be mate available both to teachers of
male-intensive programs in the secondary schools where women are
placed and to supervisors in industry.. The responsibility for
instituting,such seminars should rest with the university.

The persons'with whom women will have to work are likely t be male
vocational.teachers or supervisors who'have been'subject ilLa life-

,.
time of sex soci;alization. The teachers and superviosrs already
may be practicing some sex role stereotyping in their-Classrooms
and work sites -in their:teatment of students ..and employees and in1
their assiSnmentS of tasks The participant cannot.be assigned
a school or industrial placement and then be foriotten. It is the
responsibility 6f the university staff to follow-Up on all placements

One must expect that the nen vocational teachers and supervisors are
likely to view. the integration of women into their classrooms and
worksites,as anunnecessary invasion. Some will have difficulty
viewing women as fellow workers and equals..,Others will resent the
situation-simply because it is new. To ignore this backlash or to
assume that probleMs..will gradually fade away is unwise. The admini.,
stratibn of the school and the employers must make it clear that they
support the policy that women be treated as equal participants. .

In order to improve the likelihood of the success of the project.
teachers and supervisors must be assisted to understand their own
motivations and reactions,' both tothe women teachers.who join their
school staff, their classes, or their workplace. The -overall work
climate will greatly influence the performance of the women teachers.
Considerable effort should be exerted to provide the climate most
conducive to the productivity of these new teachers.

-Men teachers and supervisors should be given an opportunity to voice;
their concerns and offer suggestions as to how problems, if they
arise, should be handled. The university shobld try to place' the
first women in male-intensive occupations in schools or internships
with teachers or supervisors most likely to accept them. This will
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be less crucial eventually if more and more women are so trained
and if the men teachers and supervisors adjust to the idea of hav7
ing women teaching male-intensive vocational education courses.
The .first few placements are likely to set the trend for subsequent
placements. It-is critical.that they be successful. Even with the
greatest effort and planning, some men are still going to be at a
loss.when. it comes to interacting on a day-to-day basis with the
women teachers.

. .

CONCLUSION

Woten teachers in secondary school male,intensive,vocational educa-
tion programs.canopen doors for women considering.entering-nan-
tiaditional careers. As male peers and students become accustomed
to the idea that women are capable of teaching male-intensive voca-
tional courses, they may gradually become accustomed to accepting
women students in their vocational education classes;

This paper has described crucial issues in planning and implement-
ing a model to retrain women teachers and skilled women to become'
'teachers in male-intensive vocational programs. By implementing
programs such as the ones described, states most assuredly will ad-
vance toward eradicating sex bias and stereotyping in vocational-
education.
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NOTES 4

1. Male-intensive programs are defined in this paper as those
programs in which,0.0 to 25.0 percent of the students nationally
enrolled are women. (See pages. 9 and 18.)

2: Under the Vocational Education Act of 1963 as amended in 1972
and-1976, Industrial' Arts programs became reimbursable. In this

paper vocational education includes industrial arts and is referring
tb male-intensive vocational education exclusively.

'3. Teacher SuppTy and Demand in the Public Schools, T976. Wash-
ington, D.C..: National Education Association; 1976.

4. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censui. Z970 Census
of the Population, .Detailed Characteristics, U.S. Summary. Washing-
ton, D.C.: Government Printing.Office, 1973.

5. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor. Statistics. Employ-
ment and Earnings. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
January 1977.

6. Padilla,A.H. The Market for Teachers in the Ration an the '

-Southern Region. Atlanta: Southern. Regional Education Board, 1975.

7. The Guide to Vocational Education in America: Trends to 7.978.

Westport, Conn.:.Market Data Retrieiral,

8. Ibid.

9. Lr.S. General Accounting Office, Comptroller General of the

United States. Supply andDemand Conditions for Teachers and Impli-
cations for Federal Programs. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, March 6, 1974.-

10. Twenty-one percent of male - intensive trade and, industrial

students are women. Cooperative education is not independently re-
ported and. industrial artsA.s seriously underreported, (See section

on Industrial Arts.)

11. Osed upon the FY75 State AnnualReports to United States

Office of Education.
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12.-"Ag Educators Examine Programs." American Vocational Journal.
52tFebruary 1977): 36.

13. Based upon the FY75 State Annual Reports to United States
Office. of Education and computer data received from the individual
states.

14. Diversified'programs are those in which the percentage-s of
males and females enrolled are comparable. ,

15. According to Vocational, Education Act of Z963 as ". amended in
1972.

16. Sex stereotyping
sex held by society in
work, and vice versa.
are against the law, i.

refers to cultural biases attributed to one
general, such as women should not do "men's"
Sex discriMination refers to practices which
e., discriminatory practices based on sex.

17. Registered nurses, kindergarten and elementary school teachers;
teachers' aides, bookkeepers, cashiers, receptionists).secretaries,
typists, file clerks, sewers and stitchers, cleaning services,
waitresses, health services, private household workers, telephone
operators, personal services, and food service workers.

18. Employment and Earnings, January 1977.

19. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of" Labor Statistics. Employ-
ment Data for Detailed Occupations: Table A=21, "Employed Persons
by Majcir Occupational Grbup, Sex; Color." Washington, D.C.: GOvern-
ment Printing Office; 1975, p.42.

20. Employment and Earnings, January 1977.

1

.21. Based on Rj Associates' Survey. of State Departments of Voca-
tional Education conducted in connection with this study.

22. Data by sex, by detailed program classifications are not
currently required of states by U.S. Office of Education.

23. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,National
Center for Educational Statistics. Students Enrolled for Advanced
Degrees, FaZZ Z972. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1975.

24. U.S. 94th Congress, lst)Session. House. Committee on Education
and Labor. Education Amendments of Z976. PL-94-482, Title 1--Voca-
tional Education. Washington, D.C.: Governmen Printing Office, 1976.
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25. U.S. 'General Services Administration, Office of the Federal
Register. Federal Register. Washington,'D.C.: Government Printing
Office. 8104.187.

26. For example; see Hedges, and Bemis, S.E. "Sex Stereotyp-
ing: Its Decline in Skilled Trades." Monthly .pab6r Review. :Volume

97 (May 1974): pp. 11-22 and U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower
Administration. Manual for 'the USTES, General Aptitude TestfBattery
Washington, D.C.: Government Ptinting Office, 1970, (Women excel in
Form Perception, Motor Speed or Motor Coordination, Finger.Dexteri-
ty, and Clerical Perception; men in Spatial Aptitude.

PV

27. All sources of funding described'in this paper are based on
PL 94-482 and the final regulations filed September 30, 1977and
published in the Federal Register on October 3,.1977.

28. Federal Regis-ter, Part 105, nctober 3, 1977.

2.9. TheSe figures do not include additional fUnds which Kaye been
approved by Congress.

30. Federal /i1gister.01105.431 to 5105.443.
4

31. Ibid.

32. Part 104, Ibid.

33. See Sections ?11(a)(1),'130(b)(5' and 6 ) , 135 and 136; PL 94-482.

34. Federal Register, §104.74.

35. §104.502, Ibid.'.
r

S6. §104.76,,,Ibid.

. 37. §104.161 and §104.187, Ibid.

38. For example, they may be women re-entering 'the,labor market.

39. Forexample, they may be substitute.7-teachers.

40. For example, they.maybe elementary school teachers.

41. Federal Register, 5104.602.

42. E104.702 Ibid.
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43. 8104.705, Ibid.

44. 5104.706, Ibid.

45. §104.708, Ibid.

46. Many states.will credit a student with two years of experience

for each year of supervised work experience.

47. The standard method of calculating one year' work is employ-

ment for 2,000 hours.

48. Some rural women, for example, may have obtained considerable
mechanical experience by having lived and worked on a:farm.

49. Andreyka, R.E.'"A Florida Approach to Competency-Based Voca-
tional Teacher Education." Paper presented at the Competency-Based
Vocational Leadership Conference. Lexington, Kentucky. April 20-22,

1976. 2b pp. (ED 126 277)
.

.

.

50. See, for example, the undergraduate catalogues for University
Of Wisconsin at Stout and the State University of New York at

. \.0swego.

51. Collection and analysis of'the data included in the.evaluation

would prove useful to other universities-considering operating such
4

r'
a program. -

7'52. See U.S. Department of Labor, A Supplement to the Dictionary

of ,Occupational Titls; Third Edition. Washington, D.C.: Governrdent
Frinting\Office, 1966.

\ .7

.

53. Staff\should consult a group work specialist in the School. of

Social Work or in the School of Education, if their guidance and
counseling department do not have group counselors.

\ .
.

54. A Study Of the Factors Influencing the Particip1ation of Women

in Non-Traditional Occupations in Postsecondary Area/Vocational.

Training .chools..Volumel. Arlington, Virginia: Rj 7AssOCiates, Inc.,
.. ,

November 1976. (ED \132 429)
I

'1

e

.

,
t

I
,

!
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APPE14,PDC

U.S._Department" of Labor
Office of the-Secretary

Women's Bureau
Washington, D.C. 20210

WOMEN IN NONTRADITIONAL EMPLOYMENT

RESOURCE.LISt

PUBLIC.t.TIONS

Equal EMployment Opportunity CommiSsion
2401. E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

(or see telephone directdry listings under "U.S. Government")

A Directory of Resources for 'Affirmative Recruitment (91 pages)..
1975.

Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex. 1972.

Minority Women E ployment Program:
40 Marietta. Street, N.W., Suite 808
Atlanta, Georgia 30303'

-;i

Minority Women Employment Program: A National Demonstration
Project To Facilitate Entry of Women Into Managerial, ProfesSional,

- and.Technical Positions. Second annual report.

Outreach Handbook. DiScusses hotto develop an outreach program.

Order from:

. Center for the. Study of Human Resources
University of Texas
107 West-27th Street
Austin, Texas .78712

I
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National Commission on:the Observance
of International Women's Year - .

U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

t,
. . .To .Form a More Perfect Union. -. ." ...lustice,fOr American

Wymen. (382 pages). 1976` Available, from the Superintendent of
bocuments,U.S. Government Printing Offide, Washington, D.C:
20402. $5.20. \. I

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Wahington,-D.C. 20425

I

1

The Challenge Ahead: Equal Opportunity in Referral Unions 4
(291 pages). 1976. :

-7-

-A Guide to Federal Laws. and Regulations Prohibiting Sex'Discrim-
ination (189 pages). 1976.

Women and Poverty (131 pages). 1974.

U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of the Census
Washington, D.C. 20233

A Statistical Portrait of Women in the U.S.'Special Studies,
Series R-23, No. 58 (90 pages). 1976..

Deparinvent of Health, Education, and elifare

Office of' E7ducation
Bureau of Occupational and.Adult Education.
Wash,Lngton, D.C. 20202

,c)

Women in Nontraditional Occupations: A Bibliography (189 paps).
1976%

U.S. Department of Labor
Bureau of La Statistics
441 9 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20212 4

Occupational Outlook Handbook. 1978-79 Edition, Bulletin 1955.
(840 pages). AvailaBlep.from the Superintendent of Documents. U.S.,
Government'Printing Office, Washington, D.C: 20402. $8.00.

U.S. WorkingWorking Women: A Chartbook. Contains 56 charts. Bulletin 1880.
14975.
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U.S. Working Women: A Databook..Includes 61\tables-and 7 charts.

Bulletin 1977. 1977.

U.S.
.

Department of Labor
Employment and Training Administration
691 D Street, N.W.
WaShington, D.C. 20213

Apprenticeship and CETA. A guide for prime sponsors under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973(33 pages).
1974.

Apprenticeship: Past and Present (27 pages). 1977.

Apprenticeship Training in the 1970's: Report of a Conference.
Manpower Research Monograph No. 37 (100 pages). 1974.

Apprenticeship Training: Sure ;Way to a Skilled,. Craft (8 pages).
1974:

:

Dual Careers. Longitudinal Analysisaf the Labor Market ExperienCe
of Women.(4.volumes). 1970; 1973, 1975, 19,76:

ETA Interchange. Monthly technical assistancevbulletin.

Job Title Revisions To Eliminate Sex - and Age-Referent Language
From the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (363 pages). 197i.

:-Merchandising Your Job. Talents '(24.pageS).. 1974:.

The National Apprenticeship 'Program (41 pages). 1976.

No. 39. (217 pages). 1975.
Training and Entry Into Union C6hstruction. Manpower R&D Monograph

I4

WIN Training Manual.' Increasing Job_Options. for WOmen by. Nontra-

ditional Job .Placement. 1975.

)

Women in Apprenticeship -; -Why Not? Manpower Research Monograph
, .

No. 33 .(34 pages). 1974. )

Worklife Monthly journal of ETA; frequently carries and. reprints

' articles about women working in' nontraditional jobs. Special

issue on Apprentices August 197/7.

I
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. I

U.S. Department'of L abor'
,

Women.'s Bureau.
y Washington, D.C. 202/10

/Brief Highlights of-Major Federal..Laws and Order on Sex Discrim-
ination in _Employment (6 pages). 1977

The Earnings .Gap/Between Woffien and Men (12 pages). 1976. 35 ct

Fully Employed women Continue to. Earn Less Than Fully Employed
Men of Either White or Minority'Races (chart)_ 1977.

Most Women Work Because of Economic Need (chart). 1977 ...'
/

.

The Myth and the Reality '(3 pages). 1974.
. -

I
. g

1975 HandbooV on Women Workers (435 pages). 1975. $4.70.
I- . .

..

.

Sex Stereotyping: Its Decline in the Skilled Trades.. Reprint from
May 1974 Monthly Labor Review.

1 7 .

State Labor' Laws in Transition: From. Protection to Equal Status
for'Women(20 pages). 1976. 35..

Steps\To Advance Equal Employment Opportunity for Women' (2 pages). .

1975.

Steps To Opening the Skilled' Trades to Women (8 pageS). 1974.

Trends .niWomen!s Employment and Training in Selected Profession's
(4 page) 1976/.

Why Not e an /Apprentice and Become a Skilled Craft Worker.
(Folder)1 1974.

'Women Are Underrepresented as Managers and Skilled Craft Workers
(Chart). 1974.

Women Workers Today (10 pages). 1976.

A Working/Woman's Guide to Her Job Rights (34 pages). 19q5'. 65.

' V

Note: The/Women's Bureau distributes single copies of its publiCa-

, tions.freeflof charge. Multiple copies of those for which prices are
given may/be urchased from the Superintendent-of Documents, U.S.
GovernmentlPrinting OffiCe, Washingtbn,.D.C. 20402.E All Women's

/ .
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Bureau materials are in the public domain and may be reproduced
without permission.

SLIDES

All in a Day's Work. Wisconsin Women in Apprenticeship Aide
Center, 819_N-6th_Street, WilwaUkee, Wisconsin 53203, !(414)
224-4388. Slides show women apprentices at various stages of':

employment/training, and detail advantages of apprenticeship
jobs.- (8 minutes)

Destroying the Myths. EEOC Audio-Visual Division, Room 3200,
Columbia Plaza, 2401 E Street, .N.W., Washington,-D.C. 20506,
(202) 634-6930. Reviews employer equal opportunity responsibili-
ties. (10 minutes) e;

Looking Ahead to a Career. Bureau of.Labor Statistics, U.S. De-
partment of Labor. (See telephone directory for address of re-
.gional office.) 53 statistical slides about occupations and em-
ployment\tr ds.

Slides-Tape Sees.:
.

Increasing Jot,..Pptions for Women. Shows women 'working in a variety
of nontraditio al jobs and reviews employer responsibility for .
equal lopportuni and affirmative action. (NAC#007846, 113.50,
9'minutes 45 secoiilis)-

The Legal Rights of Wmen Workers,. Explains women's right to
equal employment oppoitunity, equal training and promotion oppor-
tunity; and equal .pay'. (NAC #007847, $12. , 6, minutes 5 seconds)

.
Legal Responsibilities--Affirmative Actiop and qual .Employment.

Illustrates legal responsibilities of employers eliminate un-
fair and illegal employment practices that often a ect women.

. (NAC #007848,.$13.75, 12-minutes)

(This.three-part series may be ordered from the Order Section
National Audio-Visual Center (NAC), General Administration, Was a
ton, D.C. 20409. .They may be borrowed from the Women's Bureau,
U.S. Department of Labor, Wa hington, D.C. 20210.

FILMS

All About.Eve.-Center for Human Resources; University of Houston,
College of Business Administration, Cullen Blvd., Houston; Texas

77004, '(713) 749-3755. About increasing female enrollment in
traditiohallk male courses in high school.. (22 minutes, color)
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Anything You Want To'Be, New Day Films, 779 Susquehanna Avenue,
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417, '(201) 891-B240. Illustrates
conflicts experienced by girls as they find out that "anything
you want to be" means traditional roles and occupations. -

(8 minutes, b/W)

The-Apprentice--Bureau-of-ApprentleeshIp-and-Training-,-Employment
and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 601 D Street,
N.V., Washington, D.C. 20213. General film giving history, cur-
rent status, and reality of apprenticeship. Interviews women and
men apprentices on the job. (26 minutes, color). Available on loan
from BAT regional offices. See telephone directory for address.

r

Beyond Black and White. Motivational Media, 8271 Melrose Avenue,
Suite 204, Los Angeles, California 90046, (213) 653- 7291.. Contains
forceful arguments for eliminating sex role stereotyping. (28
minutes, color)

4

Bias - A Four Letter Word. Malibu Films; Malibu, California 90265,
(213) 456-2859. Shows hc.w biases originate and are perpetrated
against women, minorities, the aged, people of differing life
styles. (30 minutes, color)

Boomerang. Keeton/Leopold AssOciates, Inc.', 35 East WaCker Drive,
Suite 690, Chicago, Illinois 60610, (312) 726-1947. This film is
a management training program in equal employment opportunity.

Choice: Challenge for M&lerri Women. University of California Ex-
tension Media Center, 2223 Fulton Street, Berkeley, California'
94720, (415) 642 -0460. ;Twelve part series, one of which is "Wages
of Work," about women and employment and its effects on family,

community. (30 minutes each, b/w)

The Fable of He and She. Learning Corporation of America, 1350

Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York-10.0-19, (212) 397-9330.
Animated Clay figures act out story demonstratini'tex,role
stereotyping.

Farewell_to Welfare. ETA Studios, Distributed by R.H.R. Film
Media, 1212 Avenue of the Americas, New YOrk, New York 10036,
(212) 869-9540. Interviews with three WIN women, a truck driver,
pictute framer-Tanager, and machine operator, and their employers
(30 minutes, color)

51 %. Robert Drucker Company, Inc., producer. DistributeThby-.:

Cally Curtis Company, 1111 North Las Palmas Avenue, Hollywood,
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California 90038, (213) 4671101. Three case studies of women
employees in a corporation Spotlight stereotypes about and dis-

criminations against women. (30 minutes, color)

How Many Eves? Walter J. Klein, Co., Ltd., 6301 Carmel Road,
Charlotte, North Carolina 28211, (704) 542-1403. Dramatizes the

--problems-,and-attitudes-of-women in the midmanagement level as
they seek to upgrade themsleves. (15 minutes, color)

*

Never Underestimate the-Power_of a Woman. Bureau of Audiovisual
Instruction, P.O. Box 2093, University -of- Wisconsin, Madison,.
WisOonsin 53701,'(608) 262-2944. Dispels damagingmyths-about_
women's work capacities and per mance in a wide-range of non-
traditional settings. (15 minutes, color)

New Perspectives -- Women in Nontraditional Jobs. Employment and
Training Administration. Distributed by R.H.R. Film Media,
1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036, (212)
869-9540. Interviews with two women,. a busdriver and a ship-

,builder, about how they got their'jobs and how they feel about,
them.

The Only Way To Go Is.Up. Employment and Training Administration,
Distributed by R.H.R. Film Media, 1212 Avenue of the Americas,
New York', New York 10036, (212) 869-9540. Documentary on Atlnta's:-
Minority Women Employment Prpgram's successful efforts-to plade
underutilized college, educated minority women in managerial,
'professional, and technical jobs. (30 ._minutes, videotape)

Other Women, Other Work. Churchill. Films, 662 North Robertson
Boulevard; Los Angeles, California \p0069,,:(213) 657-5110. The
rewards and occasional problemsliof women in -traditionally male
jobs are expressed by a truck driverk, a roof.shingler, a pilot, a
marine biologist. (20 minutes-,' colors

Prejudice; Causes; Consequences, Cures CRM-McGraw-Hill Films,
Del, Mar, California 92014, (714) 481-81,84. Surveys and recent
sociopolitical.exampleS of detrimental Stereotyping, showing just
how psychologically harmful discrimination can be.. (24 minutes,

color)

Rollover. Herstory_Films, Box 215, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey
07417, (201) 891=.8240. -Celebrates women in nontraditional jobs.

(10 minutes, color)

Sex Role Development. CRM-McGraw-Hill Films, Del Mar, California

92014, (714) 481-8184. Shows how we have deVeloped traditional
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expectations about male and female roles; offers alternatiVe

methods of. ,socialization that encourage children to grow up out--

side ,of fiked stereotypes. (.23 minutes, color)

The Sky's the-Limit. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, Em-

ployment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor,

601 D Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.-20002, (202) 376-6106.

Apprenticeship agency/employeriunion information film depicting

women apprentices in nontraditional jobs. (25 minutes,. color).

Available on loan from the'Bureau of Apprenticeship and-Training,
cregional offices. -See telephone directory .for address.

Twelve.. Like You. Cally. Curtis Company, 1111 North Las Palmas Ave-

nue, Hollywood, California 90038, (213) 467-1101., Twelve women
working in both professional and nontraditional jobs

share their-experiences_andproblems. (25 minutes, color)
r

We Are Women. Motivational Media, 8271 Melrose AVehbe-,---Sute_204_

Los-Angeles, California 90046, (213) 653-7291. Provides, fr9nt

line supervisors and all other level's'of management with an und r-

standing of the historical, sociological, and psychological bac

ground of .today's working woman. (33 minutes, color)

Why Not a Woman. Pennsylvania CommiSTsion for Women, 512 Finance

Building, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17128, (717) 7f.i7-3821.

"mentary on women in blue-collar jobs. (26 minutes, color)

Women Up the Career Ladder. UCLA-Dept.. of Daytime Programs and-

.

Special Projects, P.O. Box 24901, Dept. K, UCLA Extension,

Los Angeles, California 90024, (213) 825-0741. Provides basis for

discussion for women employees, management-, and men about issues

involved in moving up the-career ladder, such as job stereotyping.

(30 'minutes, b/w)

Women's Work: Engineering. Massachusetts' Institute of Technology,.

Center for Advanced Engineering Study, Department A, Room 9-234,

77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge,'Massachusetts 02139,.(616)

253-7444. Women engineers'and engineering students talk about'

engineering and. how they feel about their jobs. (26 minutes, film

or videotape, color)

February 1978
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